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Four key issues to watch in the EU s̓
carbon market reform

This opinion piece was first published on Euractiv on 15 April 2021

EU carbon market emissions experienced a record fall last year, but when it comes to
heavy industry, the effect is likely to be short-lived, writes Agnese Ruggiero.

Agnese Ruggiero is a Policy Officer at Carbon Market Watch, an NGO working on the
long-term decarbonisation of Europe.

The latest EU carbon market emissions data released by European Commission on
April 1 was not a joke. It shows the impact of the COVID pandemic and a total
year-on-year emission reduction estimated at 13% for all installations and airlines
covered by the EU carbon market.

However, data breakdown by Sandbag shows that pollution from industrial sectors,
such as cement, chemicals, and steel fell by only around 7%, and this mostly due to the
reduced output caused by the COVID pandemic. The power sector registered a drop of
15.6% while emissions from aviation plummeted by 63.8% (due to the grounding of
flights and are expected to bounce back once travelling resumes).

In practice, this means that not only are industrial emission reductions lagging behind
compared to the power sector, the pollution is also likely to rebound in the next few
years.

This trend is not new. Unlike in the power sector, carbon pollution from heavy industry
has hardly decreased since 2012. Without additional policies and measures, it is also
not expected to go down until 2030. At the current pace, resource and energy-intensive
industries are not expected to reach climate neutrality before 2060.

https://sandbag.be/index.php/2021/04/08/eu-ets-emissions-plummet-due-to-pandemic-as-eua-surplus-skyrockets/
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If Europe wants to honour its commitment to the Paris Agreement, it needs to get
industry on a much faster decarbonisation path. Reforming the EU Emissions Trading
System (EU ETS) is step number one.

To do its fair share of global climate action, the EU needs to cut emissions by at least
65% by 2030, and be climate-neutral by 2040. The upcoming revision of the carbon
market rules is a crucial opportunity to strengthen the law and ensure that the
industrial sectors covered by it reduce their emissions in line with these goals. The
investments required have to be considered against the tremendous costs of inaction.

There are four key changes that would render the EU carbon market stronger and more
effective, as outlined below and in our latest briefing.

https://carbonmarketwatch.org/publications/a-new-hope-recommendations-for-the-eu-emissions-trading-system-review/
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1. Cut pollution faster

The scheme must speed up emission reductions to get to zero by 2040. This requires an
increase in the pace at which emissions decline each year and a one-off reduction of
the overall cap on carbon emissions.

The overall EU ETS cap has been significantly higher than the emissions of installations
covered by it since 2009. This difference is expected to continue and to grow as a
consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the closure of coal power plants. The
surplus already increased in 2020 because of the drop in production. If the cap is not
aligned with the actual overall emissions, a too-large surplus of allowances could
depress the carbon price signal again in the future and undermine the systems̓ impact.

In policy terms, 450 million allowances should be taken off the market in 2023 as a
one-off reduction of the cap, combined with the adoption of a steeper linear reduction
factor of 3.1%. A later implementation of these improvements will require a greater
effort in a shorter amount of time.

2. Avoid another price crash

The “Market Stability Reserve” (MSR) controls the number of allowances in circulation
on the ETS market with the aim to maintain a robust price signal. While it has proven
effective in recent years, the mechanism was designed to only handle oversupply
accumulated in the past. It is not fit to deal with current or future surplus (linked to e.g.
the COVID-19, economic downturn, planned coal plant closures…).

This tool will therefore need to be strengthened in the context of the carbon market
revision. The intake rate should be increased, rather than lowered, to 36% from 2024
onwards.

3 & 4. Make polluters pay and invest revenues in future-proof solutions

So far, the EU ETS has failed to implement one of the core principles of environmental
lawmaking enshrined in the EU Treaty – “that the polluter should pay”. Despite
auctioning being the default rule, more than 95% of industrial emissions, and about
half of emissions from aviation, are currently covered by free emission allowances.

https://sandbag.be/index.php/2021/04/08/eu-ets-emissions-plummet-due-to-pandemic-as-eua-surplus-skyrockets/
https://ercst.org/publication-2020-state-of-the-eu-ets-report/
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Polluting for free in times of a climate crisis is unacceptable. Moreover, the European
Court of Auditors recently found that free allocation of allowances to industry and
aviation could slow decarbonisation, and needs better targeting. The upcoming review
should, at last, enforce the auctioning of all emission allowances.

This is directly related to the fact that reaching climate neutrality by 2040 will require
more funding for climate action, including for industrial innovation. Revenues
generated from the government auctions of emission allowances contribute
substantially to EU countriesʼ budgets. Since 2012 they have exceeded €57 billion.

However, contrary to what many governments claim, this money is not all spent on
climate action. The absence of a firm rule on the use of revenues has led to a decrease
in climate-related spending in almost all EU member states in the last few years.

The European Commission should propose earmarking 100% of revenues for climate
action, to be invested in renewable and energy-efficient technologies, clean industrial
innovation, just transition, and international climate finance.

A new hope

The current emission trends portray a dire picture. Climate neutrality by 2040 will not
be achieved if energy-intensive industries do not clean up their act.

For that to happen, the EU emissions trading scheme must provide a robust carbon
price signal, thereby creating an incentive for emission reduction. At the same time, it
can provide some of the urgently needed resources to be invested in innovation and
cleaner production models.

The revision of the law may well be the last chance to make it fit for purpose. EU
policymakers must use this opportunity wisely and make the carbon market an
instrument that drives the zero-carbon industrial transformation well before 2050. If
the EU is to achieve its new climate goals, the time to act is now.

Offsetting - paying someone else to reduce emissions instead of reducing one s̓ own - has for
many companies been a cheap way out of their climate responsibility.  While certainly also
good climate projects exist, a vast majority of those used for offsetting have either had little
positive impact on climate or have led to more carbon pollution and even human rights
violations.

https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/SR20_18/SR_EU-ETS_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/default/files/news/docs/com_2020_740_en.pdf
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But just like everyone else, the private sector needs to take climate action - and alternative
financing models are more than welcome.

A new model that goes beyond the (at best) zero-sum game of offsetting is gaining traction from
all sides. Under a so-called “contribution model”, companies finance climate projects without
claiming the associated emission reductions as their own..

Gold Standard, the second-largest issuer of carbon credits on the voluntary carbon market
today, is now endorsing this model. So does the Science-based Targets initiative, an NGO-led
programme aiming to set high-quality standards for corporate targets. Nearly 1200 companies
have already subscribed to this initiative. Research organisations such as the NewClimate
Institute have taken it on board to address their own climate impacts. And consultancies have
also weighed in: Carbone 4 launched an initiative to find an alternative to offset-based net-zero
claims, supported by large private sector actors in France, and the Boston Consulting Group
partnered with WWF to demonstrate the benefits of a new financing model. Carbon Market
Watch has been promoting this idea for several years; we published our most recent briefing on
this topic in December 2020.

Words matter
Under this model, companies would continue financing climate projects, but would no longer
claim that their products or services are “carbon neutral”, “climate neutral”, “net-zero” or any
other misleading term currently used as a result of this finance.

Companiesʼ GHG emissions have a negative impact on the climate. It s̓ as simple as that, and the
same goes for nearly every single individual on earth. Marketing campaigns or accounting
tricks will not change this. However, companies and individuals can also reduce this negative
impact, or even have a positive one, e.g. by paying to store carbon in trees or underground.
Simply, this does not mean that their other carbon-emitting activities are suddenly “cleaned
up”.

The new “contribution” model allows companies to demonstrate their true climate impacts,
both positive and negative, in a more transparent way. Under it, corporations report both how
much they have polluted and how much they have reduced their pollution as well as what
funding they have provided for climate action.

Such reporting could be extended beyond quantitative metrics. For example, companies could
be transparent about their climate lobbying, in other words, did they support the adoption of
strong climate policies or lobby against them?

https://www.goldstandard.org/our-work/innovations-consultations/integrity-scale-aligning-gold-standard-projects-paris-agreement
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/net-zero#consultation
https://newclimate.org/climateresponsibility
https://newclimate.org/climateresponsibility
http://www.netzero-initiative.com/en/initiative/projet
https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/beyond_science_based_targets___a_blueprint_for_corporate_action_on_climate_and_nature.pdf
https://carbonmarketwatch.org/publications/above-and-beyond-carbon-offsetting-alternatives-to-compensation-for-climate-action-and-sustainable-development/
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Follow the lead
Frontrunners such as Gold Standard and the SBTi are showing the way for corporates to adopt
more transparent climate-related practices. This is an opportunity to move from the existing
(o�en misleading) PR campaigns towards more honest communication. The most ambitious
companies only stand to gain from this because more transparency is an opportunity for them
to set themselves apart. Consumers appreciate honesty; they donʼt want to be misled about the
climate impact of their purchases.

All companies today claim that they only purchase offsets as a “last resort” option a�er having
done everything in their power to reduce their carbon pollution. It is time to adopt new
practices which will actually allow the public to scrutinize this claim and draw their own
conclusions.


